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TR4CKB~lb 

' 

for fingertip-cursor control 

e GRAPHICS e EDUCATION 

e GAMES e CAD 

e BUSINESS e X-Y CONTROL 

BBC APPLE ll, II E, IBM PC DRAGON ELECTRoN 

TRACKBALL : The low cost peripheral which provides precise X- Y cursor 
position control by simple fingertip movement of. the central ball. Instant 
start-stops. Amazing directional change. More precise and stable than 
joysticks because of the Trackball potentiometer gearing_ 

Less space needed than a mouse. Operate from the lap. Easy to use 
for long periqds of time. Really tough. 

I NTE RF ACING : Joystick and analogue ports are used so that the vast 
amounts of existing joystick softw<~rc can generally still be used in addition 
to new Wigmore packages and utilities. 

TECHNOLOGY : The 2.25" ball is in slip contact with three points which 
drive two shafts at right angles and utilise potentiometers selected for their 
accuracy and durability. 

; 

APPLICATIONS : TRACKBALL is intended for hobbyists, educational 
establishments, users of popular graphics and low cost CAD/CAM. 
Boost game scores with dual tire control and exploit the speed, precision and 

· flexibility of this exciting cursor controller in games, graJlhics and menu 
selection. 



CODE 

TS 

TSl 

.. 
TS2 

M5 

MS3 

MS4 

UK PRICE LIST 

DESCRIPTION 

TRACKBALL - Analogue 

MOUSEPAINT S/W - (Cassette 
or disc) 
Introductory gra·phics for 
BBC 

CADTRACK S/W - (disc) 
Advanced graphics for BBC 

MEGAMOUSE (including free 
copy of HOUSEPAINT software) 
(Cassette or _disc) 

MEGAMOUSE with just advanced 
CADMOUSE S/W but excluding 
introductory HOUSEPAINT S/W 
(Disc only) 

MEGAMOUSE with advanced 
CADMOUSE S/W and inclusive 
of introductory HOUSEPAINT 
S/W 

Educational and dealer 
enquiries welcome 

P & P = E1.50 

EXHIBITION OFFERS: 

March 1985 

ONE-O~F PRICE 

Ex V/\T Inc l V/\T -------

26.00 29.90 * 

10.00 11 • 50 

20.00 23.00 

75.60 86.94 

89.60 .103.04 ** 

99.§0 114.54 

WIGMORE HOUSE LIMITED 
32 Savile Row 
London W1X 1AG 

Tel: 01-734 0173 
01--734 8826 

* = 24.90 

** = 99.90 


